
Commodity Unit Last % Cng Weekly Monthly YTD Yearly 50DMA 100DMA 200DMA

Gold 1 Kg 50542.00 0.59 -0.39 -2.38 32.84 25.59 BUY BUY BUY

Silver 30 Kg 61603.00 1.75 5.76 8.89 53.55 34.83 BUY BUY BUY

$Gold 100 Tr. Oz 1896.07 -0.28 2.16 0.98 31.15 23.59 BUY BUY BUY

$ Silver 5000 Tr. Oz 24.07 -0.75 5.49 15.69 61.67 36.31 BUY BUY BUY

Crude 100 BBL 3004.00 1.56 -1.87 1.90 -28.13 -24.05 BUY BUY BUY

Nat.Gas 1250 mmBtu 197.30 -6.14 6.06 24.04 21.99 12.97 BUY BUY BUY

$ Crude 1,000 Barrels 40.60 -1.43 0.49 3.39 -29.69 -28.01 #N/A #N/A #N/A

$ Nat. Gas 10000 mmBtu 2.74 4.34 6.06 24.04 21.99 12.97 BUY BUY BUY

Aluminium 5MT 150.40 -1.38 0.31 3.44 3.93 5.18 BUY BUY BUY

Copper 2500Kg 525.05 0.18 -0.23 3.45 19.63 16.33 BUY BUY BUY

Lead 5MT 153.15 2.41 -0.32 3.63 0.55 1.06 BUY BUY BUY

Nickel 1500Kg 1135.60 3.06 4.12 8.57 11.82 -8.95 BUY BUY BUY

Zinc 5MT 191.60 -1.69 0.90 8.12 8.51 8.95 BUY BUY BUY

LME Alum 25 Tonnes 1841.00 -0.22 1.90 4.95 0.80 3.33 SELL BUY BUY

LME Copp  25,000 Lbs. 6709.50 -0.07 2.29 4.31 9.71 16.49 BUY BUY BUY

LME Lead  5 Tonnes 1783.00 -0.25 1.17 6.54 4.50 -0.95 BUY BUY BUY

LME Nickel 250 Kg 15315.00 -1.32 7.00 11.42 11.77 -13.94 BUY BUY BUY

LME Zinc  5 Tonnes 2428.50 0.31 3.78 10.71 13.32 13.89 BUY BUY BUY
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Note: 

* 50DMA - If prices trading above 50DMA "BUY" Signal is shown * 50DMA - If prices trading below 50DMA "SELL" Signal is shown

* 100DMA - If prices trading above 50DMA "BUY" Signal is shown * 100DMA - If prices trading below 50DMA "SELL" Signal is shown

* 200DMA - If prices trading above 50DMA "BUY" Signal is shown * 200DMA - If prices trading below 50DMA "SELL" Signal is shown

* Domestic Rates are as per closing basis and International rates are as per 8.30am



Currency Last Commodity Last OI % Cng

USDINR 73.39 0.02 Gold 50542.00 14449 -1.44

EURINR 86.15 -0.44 Silver 61603.00 15212 -1.32

GBPINR 95.16 -0.49 Crude 3004.00 1104 4.25

JPYINR 69.66 0.14 Nat.Gas 197.30 4546 -18.25

EURUSD 1.1749 0.03 Aluminium 150.40 711 -31.77

GBPUSD 1.3014 0.03 Copper 525.05 4392 1.62

USDJPY 105.27 0.17 Lead 153.15 1155 39.32

Dollar Index 93.42 0.01 Nickel 1135.60 1585 29.71

Zinc 191.60 2309 4.29

Indices Last Commodity Near Month Next Month Spread P. Spread Change

NIFTY 11934.50 0.03 Gold 50542.00 50624.00 82.00 82.00 0.00

SENSEX 40625.51 0.08 Silver 61603.00 63419.00 1816.00 1892.00 76.00

HANGSENG 24649.68 2.20 Crude 3004.00 3033.00 29.00 32.00 3.00

NIKKEI 23601.78 0.18 Nat.Gas 197.30 235.80 38.50 29.00 -9.50

STRAITS 2567.65 0.60 Aluminium 150.40 149.25 -1.15 -2.10 -0.95

CAC 40 4960.20 -0.38 Copper 525.05 524.90 -0.15 -0.60 -0.45

DAX 13084.54 -0.41 Lead 153.15 149.95 -3.20 -2.35 0.85

DJIA 28837.52 0.88 Nickel 1135.60 1142.50 6.90 8.20 1.30

NASDAQ 11876.26 2.56 Zinc 191.60 190.85 -0.75 -1.25 -0.50

JAKARTA 5132.57 0.77

KOSPI 2403.15 -0.02

Close Max Min Avg

Stock Cng 82.04 112.00 72.37 86.81

1412125 -475 16.82 53.33 5.55 11.15

169925 16725 96.26 119.82 66.75 84.78

131150 -650 20.51 48.26 6.92 12.50

237156 222 117.33 147.81 82.05 97.46

218000 775 125.11 172.17 105.33 127.20

15.23 30.35 5.86 21.11

Economical Data

Time Currency Fcst Prev

12:30am USD 0 0

3:30am USD 0 0

12:15pm EUR -0.005 0

6:00pm USD 15 0

6:00pm USD 840K 0

6:00pm USD 17 0

6:00pm USD 0.009 0

8:00pm USD 75B 0

8:30pm USD 0.5M 0

8:30pm USD 0 0
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Currency Snapshot Open Interest Snapshot
% Cng Status

Fresh Buying

Fresh Buying

Fresh Selling

Indices Snapshot Calendar Spreads Snapshot
Change

Short Covering

Short Covering

Fresh Buying

Long Liquidation

Long Liquidation

Fresh Buying

LME Copp Gold / Copper Ratio

LME Lead Silver / Crude Ratio

LME Nickel Silver / Copper Ratio

Commodity Ratio Snapshot

LME Stock Snapshot
Commodity Gold / Silver Ratio

LME Alum Gold / Crude Ratio

Commodity
Annual

Philly Fed Manufacturing Index

Unemployment Claims

Empire State Manufacturing Index

Import Prices m/m

Natural Gas Storage

Crude Oil Inventories

LME Zinc Zinc / Lead Ratio

Data

FOMC Member Quarles Speaks

FOMC Member Kaplan Speaks

French Final CPI m/m

Crude / Nat.Gas Ratio

FOMC Member Kaplan Speaks
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Close Support 3 Support 2 Support 1 Pivot Point Resist 1 Resist 2 Resist 3 Trend

50542.00 49824.00 50047.00 50294.00 50517.00 50764.00 50987.00 51234.00 Positive

61603.00 59027.00 59814.00 60708.00 61495.00 62389.00 63176.00 64070.00 Positive

1929.64 1879.20 1885.20 1890.60 1896.60 1902.00 1908.00 1913.40 Positive

25.12 23.60 23.80 23.90 24.10 24.20 24.40 24.50 Positive

3004.00 2844.00 2881.00 2943.00 2980.00 3042.00 3079.00 3141.00 Positive

197.30 177.80 184.80 191.10 198.10 204.40 211.40 217.70 Negative

40.60 38.83 39.35 39.97 40.49 41.11 41.63 42.25 Negative

2.7410 2.4293 2.5237 2.6323 2.7267 2.8353 2.9297 3.0383 Negative

150.40 141.50 144.20 147.40 150.10 153.30 156.00 159.20 Negative

525.05 516.00 519.00 522.00 525.00 528.00 531.00 534.00 Positive

153.15 143.30 145.90 149.50 152.10 155.70 158.30 161.90 Positive

1135.60 1067.90 1083.40 1109.50 1125.00 1151.10 1166.60 1192.70 Positive

191.60 183.10 186.60 189.20 192.70 195.30 198.80 201.40 Negative

1845.00 1824.50 1834.00 1839.50 1849.00 1854.50 1864.00 1869.50 Negative

6714.50 6619.00 6651.50 6683.00 6715.50 6747.00 6779.50 6811.00 Positive

1787.50 1754.50 1768.50 1778.00 1792.00 1801.50 1815.50 1825.00 Positive

15520.00 14508.33 14746.67 15133.33 15371.67 15758.33 15996.67 16383.33 Positive

2421.00 2380.67 2393.33 2407.17 2419.83 2433.67 2446.33 2460.17 Negative
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Gold

Silver

$ Gold

$ Silver
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Lead

Nickel

Zinc

LME Aluminium

LME Copper

LME Lead

Crude oil

Natural Gas

$ Crude oil

$ Natural Gas

Aluminium

Copper

LME Nickel

LME Zinc
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Open High Low Close Net Cng Open High Low Close Net Cng

50369.00 50740.00 50270.00 50542.00 297.00 60725.00 62282.00 60601.00 61603.00 1061.00

OI % OI Volume Trend % Cng OI % OI Volume Trend % Cng

14449.00 -1.44 10790.00 Positive 0.59 15212.00 -1.32 25329.00 Positive 1.75
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Gold trading range for the day is 50047-50987. Silver trading range for the day is 59814-63176.

Gold gained as the dollar weakened and amid uncertainties 

surrounding the U.S. election and global economic recovery.

Silver edged higher as investors fretted about global growth in light of 

a resurgence in coronavirus cases and deepening tensions between 

Washington and Beijing.

Investors also kept an eye on the U.S. presidential campaign, with polls 

showing Democratic candidate Joe Biden leading the race.
U.S. producer prices accelerate, but overall inflation trending softer

Fundamentals Fundamentals

Gold yesterday settled up by 0.59% at 50542 rebounding from a sharp

decline in the previous session, as the dollar weakened and uncertainties

surrounding the U.S. election and global economic recovery boosted the

safe haven metal’s allure. Investors also kept an eye on the U.S. presidential

campaign, with polls showing Democratic candidate Joe Biden leading

the race. The European Union and Britain are set to prolong Brexit talks past

a mid-October deadline to try bridge stubborn gaps holding up a new

trade agreement. Gold, considered a hedge against inflation and

currency debasement, has climbed 26% this year amid the unprecedented

levels of global stimulus to ease the economic blow from the pandemic.

Physical gold was sold at a premium in India for the first time since mid-

August as jewellers stocked up, hoping key festivals would bring customers

back to stores. Indians will celebrate Dussehra in late October and Diwali

and Dhanteras in November, when buying gold is considered auspicious.

Hedge funds and money managers increased their bullish positions in

COMEX gold and cut them in silver contracts in the week to Oct. 6, the U.S.

Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) said on Friday. The

speculators also reduced their net long positions in copper futures and

options, the CFTC data showed. Technically market is under short covering

as market has witnessed drop in open interest by -1.44% to settled at 14449

while prices up 297 rupees, now Gold is getting support at 50294 and

below same could see a test of 50047 levels, and resistance is now likely to

be seen at 50764, a move above could see prices testing 50987.

Silver yesterday settled up by 1.75% at 61603 as investors fretted about

global growth in light of a resurgence in coronavirus cases and deepening

tensions between Washington and Beijing. A halt in Covid-19 vaccine trials,

diminishing prospects for a U.S. coronavirus stimulus package before the

U.S. election and rising US-China tensions also helped boost the safe-haven

demand for the precious metal. While the hit to the global economy from

the Covid-19 crisis may not be as severe as initially feared, the recovery will

be "long, uneven and uncertain", the International Monetary Fund (IMF)

said. Investors are expecting more aid after the Nov. 3 presidential election

in the event Congress fails to agree on a deal in the next three weeks. A

widening lead for Democratic candidate Joe Biden in national opinion

polls has also been a positive for markets as investors expect more

infrastructure spending and less global trade uncertainty, strategists and

fund managers said. The European Union and Britain are set to prolong

Brexit talks past a mid-October deadline to try bridge stubborn gaps

holding up a new trade agreement. As the year-end deadline for a pact

on relations with Britain nears, EU leaders meeting on Thursday and Friday

will tell their Brexit negotiator Michel Barnier to step up talks to get a deal by 

Jan. 1, 2021, according to a draft of their decision. Technically market is

under short covering as market has witnessed drop in open interest by -

1.32% to settled at 15212 while prices up 1061 rupees, now Silver is getting

support at 60708 and below same could see a test of 59814 levels, and

resistance is now likely to be seen at 62389, a move above could see

prices testing 63176.

Trading Idea for the day Trading Idea for the day

Asia Gold-India flips to premium as jewellers bank on festive revival

EU and Britain are set to prolong Brexit talks past a mid-October 

deadline to try bridge stubborn gaps holding up a new trade 

agreement.
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Open High Low Close Net Cng Open High Low Close Net Cng

2938.00 3017.00 2918.00 3004.00 46.00 205.10 205.10 191.80 197.30 -12.90

OI % OI Volume Trend % Cng OI % OI Volume Trend % Cng

1104.00 4.25 74776.00 Positive 1.56 4546.00 -18.25 238563.00 Negative -6.14
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Crude oil trading range for the day is 2881-3079. Natural gas trading range for the day is 184.8-211.4.

Crude oil gained after a moderately upbeat of the near-term outlook 

from the IEA, which forecast a clear drop in world stockpiles

Natural gas dropped as output climbs with Gulf Coast wells returning 

to service and on forecasts for milder weather and lower heating 

demand.
Prices are also being supported by speculation that the OPEC+ bloc of 

producers will signal a willingness to postpone their scheduled 

increase in output

That price drop came despite a continued increase in gas flows to 

liquefied natural gas (LNG) export plants now that all facilities were 

ramping up

Fundamentals Fundamentals

Crude oil yesterday settled up by 1.56% at 3004 after a moderately upbeat

of the near-term outlook from the International Energy Agency, which

forecast a clear drop in world stockpiles in the final quarter of 2020. Prices

are also being supported by speculation that the OPEC+ bloc of producers

will signal a willingness to postpone their scheduled increase in output at

the end of the year. In its monthly oil market report, the IEA had said its

estimates for global supply and demand imply a 4 million barrel a day

average drop in world stockpiles in the current quarter. It also noted that

the volume of crude in floating storage – typically an indication of weak

spot demand - had dropped by around one third in September alone, to

just over 139 million barrels. China's crude oil imports rose 2.1% in

September from a month ago as some delayed cargoes finally cleared

customs after a months-long port congestion eased, while onshore storage

capacity was expanded. China, the world's top crude oil importer, took in

48.48 million tonnes of oil last month, according to data from the General

Administration of Customs, equivalent to 11.8 million barrels per day (bpd).

World oil demand will rebound more slowly in 2021 than previously thought

as coronavirus cases rise, OPEC said, adding to headwinds faced by the

group and its allies in balancing the market. Technically market is under

fresh buying as market has witnessed gain in open interest by 4.25% to

settled at 1104 while prices up 46 rupees, now Crude oil is getting support

at 2943 and below same could see a test of 2881 levels, and resistance is

now likely to be seen at 3042, a move above could see prices testing 3079.

Nat.Gas yesterday settled down by -6.14% at 197.3 as output climbs with

Gulf Coast wells returning to service after Hurricane Delta and on forecasts

for milder weather and lower heating demand than previously expected

over the next two weeks. That price drop came despite a continued

increase in gas flows to liquefied natural gas (LNG) export plants now that

all facilities were ramping up following hurricane and maintenance

shutdowns. Data provider Refinitiv said output in the Lower 48 U.S. states

jumped to 84.1 billion cubic feet per day (bcfd) from a 26-month low of

82.4 bcfd over the weekend as wells shut for Delta returned to service. The

amount of gas flowing to LNG export plants has averaged 6.7 bcfd so far

in October, up from 5.7 bcfd in September, despite several hurricane and

maintenance outages this month. U.S. natural gas storage is expected to

end the April-October injection season at a record 4.049 trillion cubic feet

(tcf) around Oct. 31 as the coronavirus cuts demand before producers

have a chance to reduce output. That compares with 3.762 tcf at the end

of the injection season in 2019, the highest since 2017, and a five-year (2015-

2019) average of 3.754 tcf. Technically market is under long liquidation as

market has witnessed drop in open interest by -18.25% to settled at 4546

while prices down -12.9 rupees, now Natural gas is getting support at 191.1

and below same could see a test of 184.8 levels, and resistance is now

likely to be seen at 204.4, a move above could see prices testing 211.4.

Trading Idea for the day Trading Idea for the day

Data from the U.S. EIA is expected to show crude oil stockpiles moving 

lower in the latest week.

Data provider Refinitiv said output in the Lower 48 U.S. states jumped 

to 84.1 billion cubic feet per day

SMIFS Limited
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Open High Low Close Net Cng Open High Low Close Net Cng

526.40 528.00 522.00 525.05 0.95 195.40 196.25 190.15 191.60 -3.30

OI % OI Volume Trend % Cng OI % OI Volume Trend % Cng

4392.00 1.62 17092.00 Positive 0.18 2309.00 4.29 13192.00 Negative -1.69
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Copper trading range for the day is 519-531. Zinc trading range for the day is 186.6-198.8.

Copper up as prices recovered slightly after pressure seen as data 

showed LME copper inventories continued to climb

Zinc prices slipped as risk appetite was soured by a halt in COVID-19 

vaccine trials and an impasse in talks on a U.S. fiscal aid package.

The union at Chile's Escondida mine rejected BHP’s final offer in 

contract negotiations, but the miner said it would meet the union 

again

Refined zinc output is expected to rise slightly in October.

Fundamentals Fundamentals

Copper yesterday settled up by 0.18% at 525.05 as prices recovered slightly

after pressure seen as data showed LME copper inventories continued to

climb, rising by 16,725 tonnes to 169,925, the highest since July 10. Pressure

also seen amid dim hopes for COVID-19 vaccine and US fiscal stimulus.

Investors turned cautious as talks on a US fiscal stimulus bill remained stalled

and a Johnson & Johnson COVID-19 study was paused. The union at

Chile's Escondida mine rejected BHP’s final offer in contract negotiations,

but the miner said it would meet the union again in a bid to avoid a strike.

China will invest close to $900 billion over the next five years to develop the

country's copper-intensive power grids, state media reported. China's

exports likely posted a fourth straight month of gains in September. Copper

cathode production by Chinese smelters rose 3% in September from

August, with output over January-September down 1.6% year-on-year at

6.26 million tonnes. China's central bank lowered reserve requirements for

some foreign exchange trading. Chinese Yangshan copper premiums rose

to $53.50 a tonne, the highest since Sept. 23 but still far below the 2020

peak of $113.50. Speculators on the Comex exchange cut their net long

position to 69,806 contracts from 87,308 contracts in late September.

Technically market is under fresh buying as market has witnessed gain in

open interest by 1.62% to settled at 4392 while prices up 0.95 rupees, now

Copper is getting support at 522 and below same could see a test of 519

levels, and resistance is now likely to be seen at 528, a move above could

see prices testing 531.

Zinc yesterday settled down by -1.69% at 191.6 as risk appetite was soured

by a halt in COVID-19 vaccine trials and an impasse in talks on a U.S. fiscal

aid package. Stalled talks on US fiscal stimulus package, rising global

coronavirus cases and negative vaccine news weighed on market

sentiment. No maintenance plan has been heard by far from domestic zinc

smelters, as their production schedule for October, even as treatment

charges for zinc concentrate continued to fall. Refined zinc output is

expected to rise slightly in October. Data from China showed that the

country's exports and imports of goods hit a record in yuan-denominated

terms in September. German Finance Minister Olaf Scholz said he is

confident the economy can return to pre-crisis levels by 2022, but that

European leaders needed to work together. China's refined zinc output

stood at 549,500 mt in September, rising 40,500 or up 7.95% on month and

up 6.57% on year. Zinc smelters produced 81,000 mt of zinc alloy in

September, up 4% from the previous month. China's refined zinc output in

September basically met expectations as some smelters in Henan, Inner

Mongolia, Guangdong and other regions resumed production after the

maintenance. In addition, some refineries in Shaanxi and Sichuan

continued to increase production. Technically market is under fresh selling

as market has witnessed gain in open interest by 4.29% to settled at 2309

while prices down -3.3 rupees, now Zinc is getting support at 189.2 and

below same could see a test of 186.6 levels, and resistance is now likely to

be seen at 195.3, a move above could see prices testing 198.8.

Trading Idea for the day Trading Idea for the day

Investors turned cautious as talks on a US fiscal stimulus bill remained 

stalled and a Johnson & Johnson COVID-19 study was paused.

Data from China showed that the country's exports and imports of 

goods hit a record in yuan-denominated terms in September.

SMIFS Limited
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Open High Low Close Net Cng Open High Low Close Net Cng

526.40 528.00 522.00 525.05 0.95 195.40 196.25 190.15 191.60 -3.30

OI % OI Volume Trend % Cng OI % OI Volume Trend % Cng

4392.00 1.62 17092.00 Positive 0.18 2309.00 4.29 13192.00 Negative -1.69
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Nickel trading range for the day is 1083.4-1166.6. Aluminium trading range for the day is 144.2-156.

Nickel gained as support seen after update refined nickel production 

dropped 17.3% y/y and 13.2% m/m to 12,384 tonnes

Aluminium dropped as hopes for near-term stimulus faded as 

Democrats and Republicans remained at odds, weighing on prices.

US consumer prices rose 0.2% in September, matching expectations, 

for a fourth straight monthly climb, though the pace has slowed

However downside seen limited as Chinese domestic aluminium ingot 

prices climbed to their highest since Aug. 4 to 14,970 yuan a tonne.

Fundamentals Fundamentals

Nickel yesterday settled up by 3.06% at 1135.6 as support seen after update

refined nickel production dropped 17.3% y/y and 13.2% m/m to 12,384

tonnes due to maintenance at top producer Jinchuan Group, whose

October output is expected to be impacted by an equipment fault.

Investors turned cautious as talks on a US fiscal stimulus bill remained stalled

and a Johnson & Johnson COVID-19 study was paused. US consumer

prices rose 0.2% in September, matching expectations, for a fourth straight

monthly climb, though the pace has slowed amid considerable slack in the

economy as it slowly recovers from a nadir caused by coronavirus

shutdowns. China reported strong trade data in September as most

business activity resumed in the world’s second-largest economy, following

what was apparently the worst of the coronavirus pandemic. For

September, China’s imports surged 13.2% in US dollar terms, according to

official customs data. Exports rose 9.9% from a year ago — close to

analysts’ expectations of 10%. Germany’s ZEW survey of economic

sentiment fell by more than expected in October as the coronavirus

pandemic, fractious Brexit negotiations and the US election spiked

uncertainty for Europe’s largest economy. China “unveiled a new

comprehensive reform plan for Shenzhen,” giving local authorities there a

“more direct and greater say in business” in areas such as carrying out

market-based economic reforms. Technically market is under fresh buying

as market has witnessed gain in open interest by 29.71% to settled at 1585

while prices up 33.7 rupees, now Nickel is getting support at 1109.5 and

below same could see a test of 1083.4 levels, and resistance is now likely to

be seen at 1151.1, a move above could see prices testing 1166.6.

Aluminium yesterday settled down by -1.38% at 150.4 as hopes for near-

term stimulus faded as Democrats and Republicans remained at odds,

weighing on prices. However downside seen limited as MCX Aluminium

trading down near to 150 level despite Chinese domestic aluminium ingot

prices climbed to their highest since Aug. 4 to 14,970 yuan a tonne. The

difference between the cash aluminium contract on ShFE and LME fell to

615.76 yuan a tonne, its smallest since April 17, deterring traders from

importing the metal into China as part of an arbitrage trade. China’s

primary aluminium output rose 7.68% year on year to 3.11 million mt in

September (30 production days). As of the end of September, there was

38.16 million mt among 43.28 million mt per year of existing primary

aluminium capacity in operation, while operating rates across Chinese

primary aluminium producers stood at 88.2%. With new capacities in

Yunnan and Inner Mongolia coming online, the daily average primary

aluminium output rose 900 mt from August to 103,800 mt in September.

China’s primary aluminium output to stand at 3.24 million mt in October, up

8.18% year on year, as output at Yunnan and Inner Mongolia smelters is

likely to continue to rise. China’s alumina output stood at 5.91 million mt in

September. Technically market is under long liquidation as market has

witnessed drop in open interest by -31.77% to settled at 711 while prices

down -2.1 rupees, now Aluminium is getting support at 147.4 and below

same could see a test of 144.2 levels, and resistance is now likely to be

seen at 153.3, a move above could see prices testing 156.

Trading Idea for the day Trading Idea for the day

China’s imports surged 13.2% in US dollar terms and exports rose 9.9% 

from a year ago

China’s primary aluminium output rose 7.68% year on year to 3.11 

million mt in September
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